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Introduction

HMP Holloway is a former prison for adult women and young offenders. Having been decommissioned in
2016, the site is now owned by The Peabody Group and is available for filming through FilmFixer. Whilst there
has been a prison on the site since 1852, Holloway Prison as it now stands was completely rebuilt between 1971
and 1985. Holloway’s inmates famously included ‘suffragettes’ such Emmeline Pankhurst and Emily Davison.

There are a multitude of versatile and dynamic spaces available for filming - including build space and a
sizeable unit base. Interior locations include an expansive gym, a large disused swimming
pool, a pharmacy, kitchens, a glazed walkway, a roof terrace and of course the vast
number of prisoner cells. Same day recces available upon request.



Unit Base

The prison’s large car park is suitable for most unit base sizes.
Additional parking is available on the carriageway parallel for larger
productions. The car park is bordered by residential properties, but a
24/7 generator position has been allocated nearby in a walled area so
night filming can take place and units can operate at all times. Access
is off Parkhurst Road and the site is manned by K9 security at all times.



Block D

In the primary four blocks there are
numerous floors of cells (varying
between single-occupancy to
multiple beds), a medical unit,
kitchen, visitor centre and many
multi-purpose rooms. The space
doubles well as a hospital and
painting/extensive dressing is
permitted (approval required).
Additionally, there is a roof garden
on the top floor.



The Cells







Upper Tribunal





The Pharmacy



The Chapel

The site of the prison's former chapel is an empty, standalone building with
plenty of potential. Whilst some features remain that indicate its former use
(fonts, an alter space, a vestry, confessional), the neutral, grey brick interior
provides a blank canvas for a variety of locations, including a church, school,
courtroom, community hall, and much more. It has been deconsecrated.







The Large Gym

The two gyms have high ceilings and are perfect for a production looking for a
space to use as an alternative studio space, set builds / build space. The gyms are
easily accessible for vehicle access with interior roads interconnecting inside of the
prison complex. The larger gym is approximately 645sqm and the smaller gym
around 220sqm. Roof heights sit at 7.5m and 6m respectively.





The Small Gym



The Swimming Pool

On site there is a large empty swimming pool, tiled changing area, and
showers. Please note that the pool cannot be reinstated to working use, but -
as with the rest of the site - can be modified / dressed extensively as needed.





Title

Exterior 
Locations

The former Holloway Prison sites measures at around 100,000sqft. As such, there
are plentiful opportunities to shoot interesting exteriors with the location already
having doubled for the outside of an industrial estate, a police station, a storage
warehouse and, of course, a jail / prison. The size of the site, the high walls and the
minimal amount of residential properties nearby means night filming is possible.
Furthermore, a large car park can house unit bases with other smaller car parks
close by for technical vehicles.
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